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Creator kit
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Fashion Marketplace
The StickerFace NFT fashion collection consists of 30,000 wearables and
accessories. New items will be released for the StickerFace marketplace over
the next 5 years.
The fashion marketplace will include accessories such as glasses or piercings,
and wearables including branded shirts, hats, and more. Dressing up the
avatar is made easy in StickerFace.

Technology
StickerFace is based on the TON blockchain. The application uses TON smart
contracts to maintain a ledger of ownership of avatars, wearables, and
accessories in the virtual world. Avatars, wearables, and accessories are nonfungible digital assets that a user can purchase with Toncoins.
User connects Tonkeeper wallet to the StickerFace app which processes
transactions related to NFT purchase and sales.
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For developers
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Roadmap
Q1 2022
• Team hiring
• Start creating NFTs
• Fine-tuning the app & SDK
Q2 2022
• NFTs created
• Launch marketing campaign
• First whitelist distribution
• Private presale for TON Diamonds NFT holders
• First airdrops
Q3 2022
• Launch on GetGems NFT marketplace
• Active promotion in TON community and beyond
• Launch first collaborations between international brands and StickerFace
NFT fashion marketplace
Q4 2022
• Integrations with games, apps, and social media
• Exclusive airdrops of partnering NFTs
• Exclusive sales of partnering NFTs
• Bringing the characters to live with lottie-animations and 3D.
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